
APPENDIX A

“Hay Group” Summary

Head of Regulatory

The role has taken on the cleaning and caretaking function from provider services,
an operational service with c190 staff looking after all non-school buildings (mainly
focussed on operational-type activity). The role holder’s involvement in absorbing
this will focus on ensuring capability, as well as the need to re-tender for key
external contracts. Additionally, property has also moved to this portfolio, key areas
of responsibility include responsibility for all Council offices and the estates
programme.

Other key changes for the role in this area include:
 Managing stakeholder engagement and communication for the Estates

programme and the perceived impact on the public of Gwynedd.
 Property has a budget of £5.169m; manages a challenging schools

repair/upgrade programme; responsibility for spending other budget holder’s
money in relation to estates projects.

 The cleaning and caretaking function also provides services via contract to
CCG, Fire Service and the National Park. The job holder is responsible for
overseeing the Management of the contracts and potential changes to these
arrangements.

 The Head of Regulatory undertakes strategic work at a regional level
attending national and regional boards. The council also run planning
services for Anglesey and manage a joint development plan.

Previously the job holder had a portfolio consisting of approximately 200 FTE which
has now increased to 240 full time and 180 part time plus responsibility for
contractors. The portfolio has a budget of around £11m plus grant aid and capital
projects and is challenged with making savings and efficiencies of £1.5m in the next
3 years. In addition the department has income generation responsibility in terms of
parking, licensing and planning fees, these function are self-sustaining in terms of
cost recovery.

The additional cleaning function will provide a large proportional increase in the
department’s workforce, however the work this function delivers is mostly
operational in nature. The Council’s property portfolio is more of a front facing
function but is a good fit for the overall breadth and complexity associated with a role
that manages the planning function of the Council.

Previous Job Evaluation Score: F II 3 400 E4 (43) 175 E3-P = 230 A2 Total Hay
Points = 805

Job Evaluation Score: F II 3 400 E4 (43) 175 E3P = 264 A3Total Hay Points = 839
(Slight increase)

The role is a seasoned professional who manages the planning service for the
Council (with additional responsibility for operational services). While this has
increased the workforce size the role is still accountable for operations and services
which are generally related in nature and objective and there is still a requirement for



coordination with associated functions. The role holder is primarily concerned with
influencing, developing and motivating people and changing behaviour.

The role has primary responsibility for an increased budget and has a degree of
independence needed to achieve annual results and the role holder determines how
and when results are to be achieved. However there is a Strategic Director role that
provides insight and direction and will hold this service to account alongside cabinet
members therefore reducing the role’s freedom to act. There is a change to the
shape of the role, and total points score, but the role is broadly the same size.

 This post should remain on PG2

Head of Adults and Wellbeing

This is a new post created in April 2014 which assumes the responsibility for the
majority of the social care budget for the council with an overall budget of £50m and
900FTE staff. The incumbent was previously the Head of Customer Care and in
taking on this portfolio has divested some of her previous portfolio in exchange for
additional areas of Adult Services, Housing, Information Governance and the
remainder of the Customer Care portfolio. As part of the work to meet the efficiency
targets the role holder will be required to manage a culture shift to one of identifying
and managing the consequence and implications of dealing with risk.

Other key changes for the role in this area include:

 Developing joint working arrangements with Health, including cultural change
and fundamental realignment of processes.

 Requirement to develop a local market for residential care providers and third
sector to develop new service provision as there is currently no market for
provision within the locale.

In addition the portfolio includes joint business support and training for both adult
and children’s services. The job holder is challenged to make savings of £6m over
the next three years.

This role has responsibility for adult services within the council alongside wellbeing
and integration of services with Health, strategic housing, information governance
and some of the customer contact centre. The role will be responsible for looking at
alternative service provision including commissioning more services from outside
providers. While a large role, Adults and Children’s responsibilities were previously
delivered by one role and these have been split out across two ‘Heads of’ positions.
Strategic thinking is evident and required however the majority of this requirement
will sit with the Strategic Director and Cabinet members.

New Job Evaluation Score: F II 3 400 E4 (43) 175 E3P 264 A3 Total Hay Points =
839

The role is a seasoned professional who delivers services to adults across Gwynedd
as well as playing a leading role on the integration of services with Health. The role
holder has a diverse range of functions however there is a golden thread that can
link adults, wellbeing and strategic housing together. These services complement
each other and changes to any of these areas will have an impact on the others.



The role holder is primarily concerned with influencing, developing and motivating
people and changing behaviour.

The role has primary responsibility for the budget and has a degree of independence
needed to achieve annual results and the role holder determines how and when
results are to be achieved. However there is a Strategic Director role that provides
insight and direction and will hold this service to account alongside cabinet members
therefore reducing the roles freedom to act. The size of the role is limited by the
presence of the Director above, and historically a social care role operating Adults
and Children’s services was positioned at the highest Chief Officer JE score.

 This post should remain on PG2

Head of Children and Supporting Families

The role is new since April 2014 and has subsequently assumed responsibility for
other areas including Adult Safeguarding and integration of health. The postholder
has responsibility for corporate parenting on behalf of the Council and also for
providing a qualified skilled social work workforce. The service comprises 400-500
staff with an overall budget of £14m plus grant funded services of around £4m. The
service has challenges with efficiencies of £2.4m over the next 3 years.

Other key changes for the role in this area include:

 Taking responsibility for out of hour’s services from Adult Services in April and
restructuring the department to accommodate the additional responsibility.

 Leading on relations with the Health Service in delivering a contribution to
integrated services in order to reduce impact on Council resources.

 The role holder acts as strategic lead in attending regional boards with other
heads of service to achieve consistency across policies and procedures.

 Developing the relationship with Anglesey which works well day to day but is
politically difficult.

The role emerged following the split of the former Social Services Department into
Children’s and Adult Services.

The role has a statutory responsibility within the Council and leads one of the most
visible services within the council. The role holder is required to deal with complex
situations against a background of shrinking budgets ensuring that the Council’s
statutory requirements are met. The role is responsible for the budget and ensuring
that national policy is translated down into workable polices for the Council. While a
large role, Adults and Children’s responsibilities were previously delivered by one
role and these have been split out across two ‘Heads of’ positions. Strategic thinking
is evident and required however the majority of this requirement will sit with the
Strategic Director and Cabinet members.

New Job Evaluation Score: F II 3 400 E4 (43) 175 E3P 264 A3Total Hay Points =
839

The role is a seasoned professional who delivers services to Children and families
across Gwynedd. The role holder is a qualified social worker and has a statutory
responsibility across the council. While having the responsibility for corporate



parenting and ensuring the Council has an appropriately skilled workforce the
functions are closely related in nature and objective and there is still a requirement
for coordination with associated functions. The role holder is primarily concerned
with influencing, developing and motivating people and changing behaviour.

The role has primary responsibility for the budget and has a degree of independence
needed to achieve annual results and the role holder determines how and when
results are to be achieved. However there is a Strategic Director role that provides
insight and direction and will hold this service to account alongside cabinet members
therefore reducing the roles freedom to act. The size of the role is limited by the
presence of the Director above, and historically a social care role operating Adults
and Children’s services was positioned at the highest Chief Officer JE score.

 This post should remain on PG2

Head of Economy and Community

The role has retained its previous portfolio but the emphasis has shifted from the
delivery of services to directing the delivery of services. The portfolio has been
expanded to include Libraries from the previous Customer Care service and Leisure
and Sports Development. There is an overall revenue budget of £12m plus grant
support of £9m (sports development is 100% grant funded) with a staff of 900FTE.
The portfolio also includes capital projects of £20m which are managed on behalf of
the council.

Changes in this area include:

 A key transformation project to deliver leisure services in a different way
which reduces spend by 40% without the closure of leisure centres by
transferring responsibility to another delivery vehicle.

 Managing a reduction programme of 20% across library facilities
 Strategic level involvement with Cardiff re the Economic Agenda involving

influencing, lobbying and putting forward the Council’s case for funding.
Extended from previous role to include Arts, Culture, Archive, Country Parks
and Maritime

The post holder is ultimately responsible for the delivery of the service but has
latitude to shift funding from one area to another to ensure this is done. The Health
Board dovetails with Social Services and Education but others hold the budget.

Previous Job Evaluation Score: F II 3 400 E4 (43) 175 E2+P = 230 A2 Total Hay
Points = 805

Job Evaluation Score: F II 3 400 E4 (43) 175 E3P = 264 A3Total Hay Points = 839
(Slight increase)

The role is a seasoned professional who is required to drive economic development
across Gwynedd developing functions and policies that will ensure residents have
the opportunity to link into economic growth. The role has taken on the cultural
aspects of the council’s service including leisure and libraries services and is
required to transform the way these services are delivered. These services are an
important aspect of a localities economic proposition so are aligned to the previous



portfolio. The role holder is primarily concerned with influencing, developing and
motivating people and changing behaviour.

The role has primary responsibility for the budget and this has increased and is
reflected in the evaluation. The role holder has a degree of independence needed to
achieve annual results and the role holder determines how and when results are to
be achieved. However there is a Strategic Director role that provides insight and
direction and will hold this service to account alongside cabinet members therefore
reducing the roles freedom to act.

 This post should remain on PG2

Head of HR / Strategic Improvement (reviewed without interviewing
incumbents)

The role is a combination of two distinct portfolios, and brings the previously
independent HR and Strategic Improvement functions together The post holder will
have responsibility for the full HR portfolio for all staff within the Council including HR
Operations, Learning Development, Talent, Organisational Development. The
Strategic Improvement aspects bring performance and scrutiny, Procurement,
efficiency and innovation, Strategic Direction and Democratic Services.

Based on the structures of the two parent departments the role holder will have 6
senior managers reporting to it – budgets would be combined. The two portfolios are
distinct, and the combination is driven by circumstances rather than structural
necessity. That said, there are parallels in the departments – the combined portfolio
will support the organisation to drive, develop and implement change in the context
of considerable financial and sector challenges. The combined departmental
workforce will be 195 FTE (96 in HR and 99 in Strategic Improvement) with an
overall budget of £12.3M (£3.8M in HR and £8.5M in Strategic Improvement). The
role holder will represent the council at a national level and will be involved in
partnerships on a regional basis, often as the lead authority. The role holder be
challenged to make savings and efficiencies and over the next 2 years, mainly from
within the Strategic Improvement Department but with smaller savings required from
HR.

Previous Job Evaluation Score: HR 775 Hay Points; SI 805 Hay Points.

Job Evaluation Score: F II 3 400 E4 (43) 175 E4C+ = 230 A2Total Hay Points = 805

The role will be a seasoned professional who manages related but distinct services.
The role holder will be an agent of change – as you would expect given the context-
concerned with influencing, developing and motivating people and changing
behaviour. While combinations of unique services offer the opportunity for increase
evaluation scores, in this case our view is that the role does not have significant
enough weight or impact to be positioned at the higher salary band.



There remains a Strategic Director tier above the role (although there is inevitably a
direct to the Chief Executive) that provides insight and direction and will hold
services to account alongside cabinet members, therefore limiting the role’s freedom
to act. This combined role would remain at the middle “Head of” tier.

 This post should remain on PG2

Head of Finance

The role has absorbed responsibility for the IT department from the previous
Customer Care Department and responsibility for Pensions Investment from the
former Corporate Director role which is now vacant with a view to being
disestablished. The role has a statutory responsibility for ensuring that the Council
has proper financial arrangements in place and the maintenance of appropriate
financial systems and reporting. The Finance Department proper consists of
approximately 200 staff.
Other key changes for the role in this area include:

 The role is now responsible for devising the financial strategy for the Council
which was previously undertaken by the Corporate Director

 Responsibility for investment decisions for the regional Pension Fund.
Primarily dealing with the investment committee and the 12 investment
companies. Although the role holder has previously shadowed the Corporate
Director with responsibility for this area he took over formal responsibility in
April. As lead for the regional fund the role now has responsibility to interact
with stakeholders, produce the annual report and attend member audit
committee meetings.

 The IT Department has moved into the Finance Portfolio from Customer
Care. The department consists of between 60 and 70 staff and manages the
majority of IT projects within the council as well as Joint Venture with
Anglesey on the provision is a service to schools. The department is also
supporting technical projects to enable savings in other departments. The
primary challenges in this area are resources and funding.

While the other ‘Heads still have a Strategic Director role sitting above them acting
as decision makers and having overall accountability for delivery, this role no longer
has that direct strategic guidance. This role now has the responsibility to drive the
strategic financial output of the Council and this will be done directly with the CEO
and cabinet members. Therefore due to the type of additional responsibilities this
role has taken on, and this strategic accountability, the evaluation score has
increased:

Previous Job Evaluation Score: FII3 = 400 E4(43) 175 E4C+230 A2Total Hay
Points = 805

New Job Evaluation Score: FII+3 460 E4(43) 200 E4C+ 230 A1Total Hay Points =
890

The role is a seasoned professional with considerable breadth and depth of
experience in finance. The role now has responsibility for developing the strategy as
well as ensuring policies are in place to ensure delivery. The role leads financial
strategy, the finance department, the IT department as well as now having decision
making accountabilities across the pension trust. The role involves high levels of



leadership and interaction with other authorities, agencies and the Welsh
Government.

As the authority’s financial lead, the role owns the development of strategy alongside
the delivery of policy and standards, with this role ultimately accountable for
ensuring the financial competence of the council is maintained. The role no longer
has a Strategic Director position that will help set direction and manage the Cabinet
and therefore the accountability now lies with this role.

 This post should be regraded to PG3

Remuneration

On the basis of re-evaluating the roles, while many of these roles have grown larger
in size, we would recommend the middle PG2 grade for the following positions:

 Head of Adults and Wellbeing
 Head of Children and Supporting Families
 Head of Regulatory
 Head of Economy and Community
 Head of HR / Strategic Improvement

The one role which has increased markedly in size is the Finance position, it has
taken on more services and does not have a Director leading Finance Strategy.
Remunerating the role using the same policy (Lower Quartile) as standard PG3
grade would be appropriate.


